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Abstract

Virtual memory is a critical abstraction in modern computer systems. Its common model, paging, is currently seeing considerable innovation, yet its implementations continue to be co-designs between power-hungry/latency-adding hardware (e.g., TLBs, pagewalk caches, pagewalkers, etc) and software (the OS kernel). We make a case for a new model for virtual memory, compiler- and runtime-based address translation (CARAT), which instead is a co-design between the compiler and the OS kernel. CARAT can operate without any hardware support, although it could also be retrofitted into a traditional paging model, and could leverage simpler hardware support. CARAT uses compile-time transformations and optimizations combined with tightly-coupled runtime/kernel interaction to generate programs that run efficiently in a physical address space, but nonetheless allow the kernel to maintain protection and dynamically manage physical memory similar to what is possible using traditional virtual memory. We argue for the feasibility of CARAT through an empirical study of application characteristics and kernel behavior, as well as through the design, implementation, and performance evaluation of a CARAT prototype. Because our prototype works at the IR level (in particular, via LLVM bit-code), it can be applied to most C and C++ programs with minimal or no restrictions.

1 Introduction

Virtual memory has been one of the foundational technologies of computer systems ever since the implementation of paging in the Atlas Supercomputer in the 1960s [52]. Since then, paging has involved a careful hardware/software co-design spanning the hardware directly on the access path to main memory and the deepest levels of the kernel. Over the years, a steady backdrop of work has aimed at minimizing the cost (both latency and energy) of performing the address translation from virtual to physical. More recently, new innovation has been occurring in paging to better handle the combination of exploding physical memory sizes, challenging power/energy requirements, and workloads.

Historically, another approach to solving the problems that paging solves, namely protection and mapping (address binding), has been through purely software-based, language-restricted memory management. The late 1970s IBM 801 [66] was probably the earliest complete example of this, with Singularity [42] being the most recent. Partial implementations of software-based memory management for arbitrary user code, albeit lacking protection, have also been very successful. Handle-based memory management within widely-used early versions of Windows [64] and pre-2001 MacOS [5, Vol. 2, Ch. 1] was probably the most visible, and remains current in some of today’s hardware MMU-free embedded systems.

We argue that it is time to revisit software-based memory management on large-scale machines running arbitrary code. The complexity and costs of the hardware support for paging are becoming limiting. The hardware structures supporting
the traditional address translation model (per-core DTLBs, ITLBs, STLBs, separate structures for different page sizes, nested TLBs, quad pagewalkers, walker caches) together already require almost as much area as L1 caches [11]. A TLB consumes a significant amount of power [24, 50, 63, 78], and is a prominent thermal hot spot [65]. Early studies find that TLB power consumption is as high as 15-17% of the chip power [47, 49]. Subsequent works corroborate these findings, with industry reporting that TLBs consume up to 13% of a core’s power [30, 70], and later studies estimating that TLBs are responsible for 20-38% of the energy consumed by an L1 cache [10, 29]. Increasingly distributed TLBs are no panacea either, as there are significant overheads associated with keeping them coherent [4, 6, 11, 62, 76, 79].

Modern processors employ these hardware structures despite their high overheads because performance largely depends on fast address translation. But, what if we can get by without all this hardware? It is tantalizing to consider machines which do not need hardware such as TLBs, pagewalk caches, or pagewalkers, or at least can disable and power it down when the kernel desires. At the same time, compiler technology has been advancing [19, 46, 51, 55, 72, 74, 75, 80] and becoming more readily available through vehicles such as LLVM [53]. It may have advanced to the point at which one of the banes of software-based memory management, namely reliance on and trust of the programmer in the case of supporting arbitrary user code, may be surmountable.

In this paper, we reevaluate the design choice of the paging-based model of memory management that has a hardware/software implementation (specifically, x64 running Linux) by considering replacing it with a purely software-based memory management model. We elaborate on our specific scheme, Compiler- And Runtime-based Address Translation (CARAT). CARAT’s goal is to achieve the same protection and mapping capabilities for arbitrary code that paging provides, with similar overheads, but without hardware support. CARAT also exposes other potential advantages because it can operate at any granularity.

CARAT is based on specialized code injection, new optimizations, and code signing, all implemented in LLVM, and thus applicable to any language from which LLVM bytecode can be generated. Compiler middle-end transformations result in output code that operates using physical addresses, but that invokes a CARAT runtime on allocations and pointer escapes (references to allocations in memory), and guards memory references against kernel-supplied protection requirements. A key insight is that modern compiler optimizations allow these potentially very costly operations to often be eliminated or amortized, resulting in low performance overhead in normal execution of the code. The kernel upcalls into the CARAT runtime in order to change protections or move memory, as needed. These changes are then dynamically implemented by patching the memory image of the running program. A key insight is that such runtime operations are possible with minimal performance overhead.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We describe the design of CARAT in contrast to paging and discuss its potential advantages (§2).
- We present an empirical feasibility study of CARAT that shows that its prerequisites can be met (§3).
- We illustrate the design, implementation, and evaluation of a prototype CARAT system that allows experimentation on Linux (§4).

Overall, we make the case for CARAT, and indirectly, for revisiting software-based memory management.

## 2 Address Translation with CARAT

Figure 1 diagrams and compares the traditional address translation model with our proposed CARAT model. The figure also serves to put terminology we will use throughout the paper into context for both models. Our focus is on Intel/AMD x86 processors, so when we give specifics, it is with regard to these processors when operating in 64-bit mode (i.e., “x64”).

There are three important high-level differences between models to take note of. First, in the traditional model both the kernel and the process access memory using virtual addresses. In contrast, in the CARAT model, both use physical addresses. The second is that in comparison to the traditional model, the CARAT model requires substantially more work within the compiler toolchain and in the process’s run-time environment. Finally, while the traditional model leans heavily on hardware support, and cannot be effective, or work, without it, the CARAT model requires no hardware support. Indeed, because physical addresses are used throughout in CARAT, there is even an opportunity to simplify and/or speed up the remainder of the memory system.

### 2.1 Traditional Model

In the traditional address translation model of paging (Figure 1(a)), the compilation and linking process is simplified because it can target an abstract virtual address space that is independent of the actual machine’s physical address space or how the kernel is currently using it. From the kernel’s perspective, the process is mostly opaque, and the kernel’s responsibility is to create the illusion of the abstract virtual address space. It does this jointly with the hardware by interposing on each and every memory reference.

Every memory reference, including an instruction fetch, has its virtual address (VAddr) translated to a physical address (PAddr) that is ultimately the address the memory system uses. On x64 and other processors, the VAddr is also used to immediately begin the cache line lookup in the highest level(s) of the cache hierarchy, but before any data is returned, the PAddr resulting from translation is used to determine if there was a cache hit. Typically, the L1 cache is virtually indexed, but physically tagged.
Address translation happens at page granularity, so instead of translating $\text{VAddr} \rightarrow \text{PAddr}$, only the bits of the VAddr that contain the virtual page number (VPN) are translated to (and replaced by) bits that contain the physical page number (PPN): VPN→PPN. Technically, the translation is VPN→PTE, where the PTE (page table entry) contains both the PPN, access permissions and metadata about the VPN and PPN.

VPN→PPN is a mapping from occupied virtual pages in the current virtual address space to the occupied physical pages in the physical address space. This mapping is determined by the kernel and it may change over time. Current systems represent mappings as radix trees.

The two central actors in address translation are the translation lookaside buffer (TLB) and the pagewalker. The TLB caches translations that have been read from the in-memory page tables, and its extremely high hit rate is essential to providing modern address translation with little performance overhead compared to using physical addressing. When the TLB misses, the pagewalker traverses the in-memory page tables using physical addresses until it finds the relevant PTE and places the mapping into the TLB.

### 2.2 CARAT Model

In the CARAT model (Figure 1(b)), the hardware can be considerably simplified, but the compilation and run-time environment are considerably more complicated. Because only physical addresses are used, the TLB and pagewalker can be eliminated. In a system that provides both the traditional and CARAT models, the kernel could switch between them with simple hardware support. For example, on x86, physical addressing could be reintroduced, allowing a kernel write to set CR0.PG to zero to disable paging, a capability already present when an x86 processor is run in 32-bit mode.

**Compile-time:** The compilation process in CARAT involves three additional steps compared to the traditional model. The first additional step is a set of transformations that serve as the basis for making the executing process both safe and malleable. *Allocation tracking* introduces instrumentation code that invokes the runtime whenever there is a memory allocation. An *allocation* is a broad term in CARAT, and includes both static allocations (e.g., globals), and dynamic allocations (e.g., mallocs, stack allocs, etc). *Escape tracking* is similar, and introduces instrumentation code that invokes the runtime whenever a pointer is copied (an escape) or destroyed. Allocations and pointer escapes from the initial state of the program’s globals are recorded at load time.

Conceptually, *guard injection* introduces a guard to every load, store, and call instruction. A *guard* verifies that the physical address about to be used by the instruction is within the restricted set allowed by the kernel and that the appropriate access permissions hold. The kernel essentially provides a dynamic set of address *regions* and their privileges to the CARAT runtime, and a guard checks the address range of the prospective access against this set.

Obviously, if each relevant instruction truly were guarded, the overhead of CARAT would be abysmal. As we describe in more detail in Sections 3–4, the CARAT model heavily relies on compiler optimization technology, including new CARAT-specific optimizations, to eliminate, combine, or amortize guards in many situations. An important result is that this is possible in a wide range of programs.

It may seem strange to guard call instructions, but this is necessary since the call’s push of the return address onto the stack could overrun a valid region. Additionally, the prologue and epilogue code the compiler produces for the callee may also perform stack accesses. A call guard verifies that all
such “hidden” stack accesses will be within a legal region. A failed guard involving the stack causes the kernel to be invoked. This provides a mechanism by which the kernel can implement seamless stack expansion, if desired. A compiler could also ensure that the control flow of calls and returns happens on a separate control flow stack, thus making a stack-oriented attack, even ROP, impossible.

How can CARAT guard instruction fetches, which are also memory references? Instead of guarding them, we place minimal restrictions on the code that we can compile which guarantees that the compiler can prove that all control flow is local to the code it produces (including libraries). All control flow is then implemented using PC-relative means (we force position independence for all code, but not data). The executable is statically linked, resulting in the code being mobile—the kernel can stop and move the code at any time.

The restrictions needed for the compiler to be able to assure that all control flow is self-contained are the following: (1) No undefined behavior is allowed. When detected, compilation fails. (2) No self-modifying code is permitted. If casts from/to function pointers to/from data pointers are detected, or pointer arithmetic on function pointers is detected, compilation fails. (3) No inline assembly or separate assembly is allowed. These restrictions apply only to user programs.

The second compilation step involves linking the program with the CARAT runtime that serves as the backend for the guards and the escape/allocation tracking code. The runtime is also the interface with the kernel. A key idea is that the runtime can patch every pointer in the program that is affected by a change in mapping the kernel wants to make.

The final compilation step involves signing the resulting binary with the credentials of the compiler toolchain, so that it is easy to validate that a specific compiler made the binary. A kernel can then determine whether to trust the binary based on the provenance of the compiler.

**Run-time:** CARAT processes and the kernel run within a single physical address space using physical addresses. This is a marked difference from the traditional model.

At program load time, the kernel first validates the signature on the binary, and then decides whether to trust the compiler or software/hardware stack that built it. It then selects an appropriately-sized region of memory for the code, and initial regions for the program’s globals (e.g., data and bss) and stack. Next, it copies the program code (including the CARAT runtime, guards, and allocation/escape tracking) and initialized data into the relevant regions, and then it initializes bss and the stack. It then writes the currently allowed regions into space set aside in the runtime for this purpose. Finally, it invokes the runtime for the first time. This initial change request causes the runtime to perform a patch of all global pointers to reflect their initial targets given the layout the kernel has decided on. The kernel then invokes the entry point of the program to get the process running.

During normal execution, allocations and escapes that occur inform the CARAT runtime which then uses them to update its tracking data structures. Guards are invoked as needed. If a guard fails to validate an address against the kernel-supplied regions, it causes the kernel to be invoked, similar to a page fault in the traditional model. Thread creations or other sources of additional stacks are handled readily since these added stacks are allocated in heap memory.

To change the available regions of physical memory or their permissions, the kernel does an upcall that forces all running threads to dump their register state on their stacks. The CARAT runtime then performs a barrier and notifies the kernel that it is safe to change the regions. The kernel modifies the region set and notifies the runtime, which then resumes every thread. The next guard will see the changes.

A more significant operation is when the kernel decides to move a range of data pages. As with a region change, the kernel first forces all threads into the CARAT runtime, where they perform a barrier. Note that forcing each thread out also dumps current register state onto its stack. This makes in-register pointers visible for patching, similar to what is necessary in garbage collection. The kernel next informs the runtime of the page range migration it intends. The runtime uses the source range as a query on its data structures to find all allocations that overlap with the range. If an allocation only partially overlaps the page, the runtime coordinates with the kernel until the kernel either selects a range that does not have an overlapping allocation, or expands the initially selected one to meet the same requirement.

After the source range has been determined, the CARAT runtime queries its data structures (and the register snapshot on the stack) to find all escapes of all allocations in the source range. It then patches each escape with the address the pointer will have once the data in the source range has been moved into the destination range. That is, the CARAT runtime swizzles all pointers affected by the proposed data movement to point to where the data they point to will land once the movement is complete. Next, it informs the kernel that it has finished this task. The kernel then performs the data movement, and resumes all threads of the process.

Note that migrations of pages to/from swap, as well as demand paging from a file, can also be accomplished in this framework. To make a page unavailable, we patch its affected pointers to a physical address that will cause a fault. In x64 systems, one option is to use a non-canonical address. Since the range of non-canonical addresses is vast, the specific non-canonical address can be used to encode different conditions (e.g., swapped, demand-page, “null pointer”, etc).

By using these two kinds of change requests, the kernel can accomplish the main goals of address translation, namely protection and migration of physical pages, without using virtual addresses or the hardware needed to support them.

**Architectural benefits:** it is important to note that obviating the need for paging decouples the design of the L1D
cache from constraints imposed by the virtual memory. For example, modern core designs bend over backwards to hide the latency to access the level-1 DTLB through the use of a virtually indexed and physically tagged model, which is itself severely complicated by the fact that two virtual pages can be synonyms for the same physical page. x64 processors today handle this problem through the use of L1D cache associativities that are much higher than what is necessary for low miss rates (e.g., 64KB 16-way) [10]. Doubling the L1D capacity to 128KB or 256KB would require a 32-way or 64-way set associativity respectively, which may well be too slow and power-intensive. In contrast, CARAT would cut loose cache design from the anchor of synonyms and paging. L1D caches under CARAT could have far higher capacities and thus lower miss rates, while matching or surpassing current latency and energy requirements.

2.3 Security and Trust

The goal of CARAT is to provide the same protection capabilities as the traditional paging model: the application may only access physical addresses chosen by the kernel, and then only via the kernel’s chosen access types. The prototype described in this paper protects regions (contiguous runs of physical addresses). The more regions in the application’s address space, the higher the cost of this protection at run-time, which makes compile-time optimization (to eliminate access checks) and run-time adaptation (to minimize the number of regions) essential for performance. Also note that while the prototype operates at the page granularity, this is not strictly required by CARAT (Section 6), which may be an advantage for protection.

To achieve this protection, CARAT shifts the trusted computing base (TCB) from the traditional model’s composite of the hardware and the kernel to the composite of the compiler and the kernel. Note that the hardware component here is massive given the need for low latency, plus x64 hardware paging is inherently complex (it is Turing-complete [7]), which suggests it itself is not immune from attack and, indeed, has been attacked [26]. Reducing the hardware footprint with the TCB is a potential advantage of CARAT.

Arguably, the traditional model’s TCB already includes the compiler, as the compiler is used to build the kernel. Furthermore, other work, such as Keystone-Enclave [54] and the nVIDIA toolchain also shift responsibility within the TCB to include the compiler. There are two subtle points, however. CARAT relies on extensive compiler optimizations that are based on existing and new analysis techniques [19, 46, 51, 55, 72, 74, 75, 80]. These elements expand the size and complexity of the compiler beyond that needed to build a kernel in the traditional model. In the case of the prototype, by 63,168 lines of C++. Furthermore, while in the traditional model, analysis or optimization bugs when compiling the application can at worst damage the application, in the CARAT model, such bugs could lead to protection violations.

2.4 Undefined Behavior

Undefined behavior in C/C++ include integer overflow, unsequenced modifications, data races, loops that do not terminate, strict aliasing violations, memory safety violations, and alignment violations. The only undefined behaviors that concern CARAT are the last three. The additional code (the guards) added by CARAT to the program’s original code guarantees protection even in the presence of these undefined behaviors. A guard validates each memory access against the kernel’s permitted regions of physical addresses, and aborts on an out-of-bounds access. Hence, protection is guaranteed even in the presence of undefined behavior. A CARAT optimization only changes a guard when it can prove that this invariant is not changed. Finally, the last memory accesses to consider are those generated by the compiler’s back-end. Such accesses are controlled by CARAT and trusted by design as CARAT includes the compiler in the TCB.

3 Feasibility

Can the CARAT model possibly be as—or more—effective than the traditional model? We now consider the requirements that must be met for CARAT to be feasible and effective, and provide empirical evidence that they are met.

Benchmarks and Testbeds: We use a set of benchmarks important to a variety of communities. From Mantevo [8, 39] we use the HPCCG benchmark. From NAS [45], we draw CG, EP, LU, and FT. From PARSEC [15] we use blackscholes, bodytrack, canneal, fluidanimate, freqmine, streamcluster, swappings, and x264. Finally, from SPEC2017, we include deepsjeng_s, lbm_s, mcf_s, nab_s, namd_r, x264_s, xalancbmk_s, and xz_s. These were chosen to represent different kinds of interactions with the kernel virtual memory system.

All numbers we report, with with one exception, are collected on a dual-socket system with 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3 processors and 256 GB of DRAM spread across 2 NUMA zones. It runs RHEL Server release 7.7 with a 3.10.0 kernel. The only exception pertains to the results of Table 2 which are collected on a Dell T620 with two 1.8 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2663 v2 processors and 32 GB of DRAM spread across 2 NUMA zones. It runs Ubuntu 18 with a 4.18.0 kernel.

The Traditional Model is Expensive: Because of the interaction of cache hierarchies and address shown in Figure 1(a), every cycle lost in TLB misses is a cycle that may be lost in application performance. Growing TLB capacity is extremely challenging, resulting in level-1 TLBs that have stayed quite small (e.g., 64 DTLB entries in modern Intel processors [44]) and level-2 TLBs growing only glacially (e.g., from 1024 STLB entries on 2013’s Haswell to 1536 on today’s generation). The growth in reach has also been modest, culminating in perhaps 3 GB in today’s TLBs. The combined pressure to keep delay, power and area at bay, ultimately hamper the growth of traditional address translation.
While TLB reach remains uncomfortably low, data footprints continue to grow exponentially [1, 17, 37, 68], and workloads often suffer TLB misses and long-latency page walks to satisfy data and instruction fetch requests [12, 13, 24, 32, 38, 50, 63, 69, 78]. In Figure 2, we report our own measurements of the level-1 DTLB miss rates for our benchmarks, collected using Intel’s PMU tools [44]. Some workloads incur more than 116 DTLB misses per thousand instructions. Despite the STLB, these misses still translate into one page walk per thousand instructions on average, and as many as 6 page walks for some workloads. Given that each page walk consumes 47 cycles on average for our workload suite, and sometimes as much as 108 cycles, it is easy to see why the cost of address translation continues to be a vexing problem. Prior studies largely corroborate the high cost of TLB misses, and the need to mitigate it has fueled much contemporary research [3, 9, 12–14, 24, 32, 38, 50, 63, 69, 78].

**Protection and Mapping can be Separated:** Traditional address translation by paging as in Figure 1(a) solves essentially two problems. The first is mapping, which allows the kernel to dynamically move memory content located in physical memory. Such dynamic movement of content also includes the ability to allocate space for new content and to migrate content to/from physical memory (swapping, demand paging, etc). The second problem the traditional scheme solves is protection. It allows a (possibly overlapping) partition of the physical address space into parts that the process can access, and parts it cannot. This partition is also informed by the type of access needed (on x64, {none, read, read+write} × {none, exec} × {user, kernel}). While traditional paging achieves protection by considering the page table entry (PTE) associated with the virtual address, it is the binding of the physical address and the access type encoded in the PTE itself that is the heart of protection.

Protection and mapping enable a range of kernel mechanisms and services, such as shared libraries, copy-on-write, shared memory, automatic stack expansion, debugging, distributed shared memory, garbage collector accelerators, and zero-copy I/O. It is feasible to implement these on a CARAT system. The essential concept, of causing the kernel to be invoked on a user-level memory reference to a page that the kernel previously set up to be inaccessible, can also be built in CARAT. By moving the page address out of any guard

**Table 1. Effectiveness of Compiler Optimizations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPCCG</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackscholes</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodytrack</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canneal</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluidanimate</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freqmine</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamcluster</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaptions</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deepsjeng_s</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm_s</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf_s</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nab_s</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namd_r</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omnetpp_s</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_s</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalancbmk_s</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z2_s</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arith. Mean</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.587</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.331</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.113</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.143</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.414</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Level-1 DTLB misses per 1000 instructions.
improve the overhead in most cases, and that hardware assistance, both current and future, could improve it further.

We consider the physical address space to be partitioned into regions, with a set of regions being available to the process. Note that because of the ability to dynamically move memory content, these regions are not fixed. A guard needs to verify that an address is within some valid region.

In the simplest case, the process has a single region. This can be achieved using a linkage model similar to a “dark capsule” [25]. In this model, the default stack is placed below the text, resulting in a contiguous range of addresses. Additional stacks are allocated from the process heap, and shared libraries are loaded into heap-allocated space.

The single-region model is not intrinsic to CARAT, but it does represent an optimal case for protection via guards. Given that most processes tend to have a small number of contiguous regions in their memory map (Section 5), a multi-region guard searches a smaller space compared to the space of PTEs in the traditional model. Much more important than the complexity of the guard is the ability to avoid invoking it in the common case by using compile-time analysis.

Note that run-time software-only guards cannot protect against instruction fetches from disallowed addresses. A description of how this is handled as given in Section 2.2. Issues regarding stack-modifying control flow are also described there, motivating the need for guarding call instructions.

Three forms of guards are produced. A load or store guard checks the physical address and extent of a data reference against the current valid region(s). A call guard precedes a call and verifies that the stack pointer, when offset by the maximum stack footprint of the compiler-produced code of the target function, is within the bounds of a valid region.

Figure 3 shows overheads of single-region guards introduced by CARAT in the absence of other CARAT-introduced code. We consider guarding stores, loads, and calls with two techniques of implementation. The straightforward technique simply does a bounds check using compare and branch logic (like an upper/lower bound if statement), which unfortunately introduces register pressure and memory references. We also consider implementing the guard test assuming Intel’s MPX [43, Vol. 1, Ch. 17]. The MPX variant of the technique (MPX Guard) does the bounds check assuming a bounds check instruction, which compares an address to a bounds register in a single cycle without register pressure or introducing new memory references. In all cases, an out-of-bounds or illegitimate address raises a general protection fault via a non-canonical address reference or MPX violation.

Figure 4 shows the performance of pure software guards for the worst case (random access pattern) and the best case (strided reference pattern) as a function of the number of regions. Two mechanisms are considered: basic binary search and an “if-tree”, which lays out the search statically. Hardware assistance, such as the protection components of rangeTLB [32]) or multiplexor trees [40] could be leveraged to enhance performance. However, the most important factor is to avoid the need for a guard in the first place.

Figure 3(a) shows the overheads for guard injection when only readily-available compiler optimizations are applied to the codebase. In Figure 3(b), we also apply CARAT-specific optimizations (Section 4.1). Using the CARAT-specific optimizations combined with MPX hardware support, we can readily see that the overhead of protection is small (~5.9%). Even without MPX hardware support, the CARAT-specific optimizations lead to low overheads in most cases simply by eliminating or amortizing guards. Table 1 shows how each CARAT-specific optimization impacts the overhead. Column “Opt. Guards” is the fraction of original guards that statically remain after the optimizations. The column "Untouched
Guards” is the fraction of original guards that could not be optimized at all. The columns “Opt. 1”, “Opt. 2”, and “Opt. 3” show the fraction of original guards that were optimized through hoisting, scalar evolution, and redundancy elimination, respectively, which are described in Section 4.1.1.

The upshot here is that the combination of compiler techniques and available hardware features (MPX) make it possible to fully guard all of our benchmarks with little overhead!

**Typical Mappings Change Slowly with Time:** In the traditional address translation model of paging (Figure 1(a)), a change of protection or mapping is a constant-time operation, the modification of a page table entry and an invalidation. In contrast, in the CARAT model, this is only true for protection—a region change is a modification of a region entry. A mapping change could require the patching of a non-constant number of pointers (addressed later) and a high rate of mapping changes could exacerbate that problem.

To study the rate of mapping changes, we run our benchmarks on the quiescent, dedicated machine with instrumentation to capture paging-related behavior. Of course, the rate of mapping changes on a Linux platform depends on numerous factors, including the overall workload set on the machine, the memory pressure, the use of protection-based allocation mechanisms such as first-touch NUMA allocation, copy-on-write mechanisms and demand-paging, and the extent to which the kernel is reoptimizing the selection of physical pages for example for NUMA optimization, kernel same-page merging, or transparent huge pages.

Our instrumentation includes three components. In the first, **static footprint capture**, we examine the composite of the ELF executable of the benchmark and all shared libraries that it immediately depends on to find the sizes of all LOAD sections. A LOAD section indicates a portion of the address space that the kernel loader is obligated to eventually allocate and either fill from file contents (e.g., text and data sections), or to fill with zeros (e.g., bss sections). We refer to this space as the static footprint. The static footprint represents allocations and mappings that could be done by the kernel immediately at program launch.

The second component, **initial mapping capture**, happens when the benchmark is run. Using interposition on the static constructor mechanism with a preload library, we pause the program shortly after exec() completes. At this point, we capture an initial page table snapshot using a previously published tool [25]. The initial snapshot represents the page allocations and mappings that have actually been done by the Linux kernel at program launch.

Our final component, **dynamic paging capture**, generates a trace of page table changes from initial mapping capture through the end of execution. This is done with a kernel module that uses the Linux MMU notifier [22, 23] interface. The intended purpose of this interface is to allow external MMUs (e.g., IOMMUs, SRIOV MMUs, and hypervisor MMUs (VTLMFs) for virtual machines), to be informed of changes that Linux makes to the CPU MMUs affecting a given address space. We use it to learn of changes Linux makes to a process.

It is important to understand that the MMU notifier interface essentially provides us with two kinds of events that are of interest. One event is a PTE change in which an existing, valid PTE now points to a different physical page (a page move). The second, more common, event is a generalization of a TLB invalidation that provides a range of addresses.

Note that PTE changes (like changing invalid to valid) due to page allocations are not immediately visible in this model. Since the relevant PTE was marked invalid before the allocation, no PTE change event is sent—the PTE should already be invalid in any secondary MMU. No invalidation event is sent either, because Linux need not invalidate the CPUs own TLBs either—an invalid PTE cannot possibly be loaded in any TLB, and hence need not be invalidated. As a consequence of these limitations, we also track the physical size of the process address space. This lets us derive the PTE changes that correspond to allocations.

Table 2 shows our results. Across the board, physical page movements are incredibly rare events. This may seem surprising given the commonplace use of demand paging and copy-on-write, but our methodology counts such activity toward the allocation rate—a faulting access, for example a write to a read-only copy of a copy-on-write page, triggers an allocation. Once a physical page is allocated and mapped into a virtual page, the probability is extremely small that the kernel will decide to shift its contents to a different page.
Table 2. Page (4KiB) Allocation and Movement Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Static Footprint</th>
<th>Initial Pages</th>
<th>Page Allocs</th>
<th>Page Moves</th>
<th>Exec Time</th>
<th>Alloc Rate</th>
<th>Move Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPCCG</td>
<td>1,483</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>408,106</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34.94</td>
<td>12.027/s</td>
<td>1/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>283,307</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>279,148</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>401.84</td>
<td>697/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>1,628</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>706.67</td>
<td>2/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>1,713,821</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>1,712,775</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>717.45</td>
<td>2,388/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>174,649</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>173,685</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2250.52</td>
<td>78/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>156,335</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>242.94</td>
<td>645/s</td>
<td>&lt;1/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>1,538</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>33,145</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>415.26</td>
<td>82/s</td>
<td>&lt;1/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>1,222</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>240,210</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>177.74</td>
<td>1,356/s</td>
<td>&lt;1/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>1,208</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>129,470</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>540.68</td>
<td>241/s</td>
<td>&lt;1/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freqmine</td>
<td>1,743</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>458,431</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1943.64</td>
<td>257/s</td>
<td>&lt;1/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>1,208</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>29,570</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>547.94</td>
<td>55/s</td>
<td>&lt;1/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>1,406</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>852.94</td>
<td>&lt;1/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>1,695</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>21,703</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>831.80</td>
<td>28/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deepsjeng</td>
<td>4,410</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>1,760,911</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1339.74</td>
<td>1,145/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>1,406</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1,071,100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6020.82</td>
<td>267/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>1,422</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>1,646,263</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12581.94</td>
<td>638/s</td>
<td>&lt;1/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nab</td>
<td>1,612</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>147,376</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9785.38</td>
<td>15/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namd</td>
<td>1,925</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>45,063</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>998.35</td>
<td>46/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264 pass1</td>
<td>1,744</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>43,342</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>128.26</td>
<td>345/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264 pass2</td>
<td>1,744</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>81,851</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>412.6</td>
<td>31/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264 seek500</td>
<td>1,744</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>43,140</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>420.8</td>
<td>105/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalanchmk</td>
<td>3,610</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>122,171</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1287.78</td>
<td>96/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xz cld</td>
<td>1,514</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>1,084,486</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4066.96</td>
<td>267/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xz cpu2006</td>
<td>1,514</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>5,933,456</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4462.26</td>
<td>882/s</td>
<td>0/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geo. mean | Harm. mean |
--- | --- |
159/s < 1/s | 14/s < 1/s |

and update the corresponding virtual page. A second reason why page movements are very rare is that our programs fit into physical memory, hence we rarely see page swaps.

Allocation and move rates are of interest for the feasibility of CARAT. The move rate is the lower bound on the patching event rate. The allocation rate is related to the demand on the injected allocation tracking code. In a CARAT system supporting demand paging, copy-on-write, etc, allocations also trigger patching events, hence allocation rate also serves as an extreme upper bound on the patching event rate.

Some applications, exemplified by NAS LU, CG, and FT, have the potential to be preallocated. As Table 2 shows, their static footprint and allocations are nearly identical. FT, for example, operates on large arrays that are implemented as global variables and which become ELF LOAD sections corresponding to bss. CARAT could optimize the handling of a program like FT by allocating, and patching, the entire static footprint at exec(). This mechanism would amortize the patching costs of LU, CG, FT, and similar programs.

There are Few Escapes per Allocation: Traditional address translation does not have to track pointer escapes at all, but this is an essential element of CARAT. CARAT must not only track each escape as it occurs, but, when handling page movement, it must also patch each escape of each pointer to an allocation in the migrating page. The more escapes per allocation that exist, the greater the cost of tracking and patching, both in terms of space and time.

Figure 5 shows histograms of the total number of escapes per allocation in our benchmarks over the entire run time of the program. To produce these results, we used an instrumented version of the CARAT prototype described in Section 4. For a majority of the benchmarks, the number of escapes per allocation is tiny (usually 0, 1, or 2 escapes in the worst case). The outlier in Figure 5(a) is the application nab_s from the SPEC2017 benchmarks suite. Figure 5(b) shows the histogram of all allocations that contain more than 50 escapes, there are only 22 total allocations across all of the benchmarks that contain more than 50 escapes. This accounts for significantly less than 1% of all allocations across all benchmarks.

Tracking Allocations/Escapes uses Little Memory: CARAT, unlike the traditional model, must dedicate space to maintain query-able data structures that contain the current allocations and escapes. It could be the case that the space costs are insurmountable. To see if this is a real problem we looked at the physical memory footprint of each benchmark to see how much overhead was needed to keep track of all the program’s allocations and escapes. As before, an instrumented version of the CARAT prototype was used. The data structures employed are described in Section 4.

Figure 6 shows compares the memory footprint of the baseline programs (no CARAT) and the CARAT-instrumented programs. The memory overhead to track allocations and escapes is small. It has a geometric mean of 61.9%, but, typically, the overhead is negligible. The mean is inflated due to Swaptions (it would be 19% if we limited all overheads to 5x). The absolute overheads of the worst case benchmarks are: swaptions (18 GB), bodytrack (100 MB), and nab_s (400 MB).
Tracking Allocations/Escapes has Low Time Overhead: It is also possible that the time costs of tracking allocations and escapes, something the traditional model does not need to do at all, could make the CARAT model infeasible. To test this point, we ran our benchmarks using an instrumented version of the CARAT prototype (Section 4).

Figure 7 shows our results. It is clearly the case that the tracking overhead is negligible and therefore a nonissue. In fact, the geometric mean of the overhead is only 1.9%! Furthermore, even streamcluster, which raised minor concerns when it came to escapes per allocation and memory overheads, is not the odd one out here. While streamcluster has many escapes from a small number of allocations, these occur early, and then no further escapes happen.

4 Prototype

We have developed a prototype of CARAT within the context of the LLVM compiler toolchain, the Linux kernel, and x64 processors. The intent of the prototype is to approximate a future hardware environment in which it is possible to deactivate paging, and a compiler/kernel combination that takes advantage of it. The data we used in our feasibility argument of Section 3 was collected using this prototype.

Our prototype consists of middle-end LLVM passes, the addition of a runtime that is linked to the Linux executable the compiler produces, and a kernel module that integrates with the runtime to execute change requests. At a high level, our compiler injects bitcode into the program that implements guards for protection, tracks allocations and pointer escapes, and assists in the patching necessary for page or object movement. The runtime maintains data structures that can be queried to determine matching allocations and escapes. When triggered by the kernel module, the runtime performs the needed change in protection or mapping.

Figure 8 shows the run-time structure of the prototype and illustrates how a page movement (mapping change) is executed. A protection change is a simpler variant of this process that does not involve patching of program pointers.

4.1 Compiler

The CARAT compiler is responsible for three tasks: injecting and optimizing guards to enforce protection, injecting and optimizing memory allocation and pointer escape tracking code in anticipation of mapping changes, and signing the final binary to establish trust between the compiler and kernel. Guard and tracking code injection relies on modern code analyses and transformations (described next). Code signing uses the same scheme implemented as Microsoft .NET, which signs the generated CIL bytecode [28].

The CARAT compiler implements protection and tracking services by targeting the LLVM IR. Only the memory and call instructions in this representation need to be considered.

4.1.1 Protection. CARAT guarantees that all memory instructions access only memory previously allocated by the program (indirectly via the kernel). To establish this invariant, CARAT conceptually injects guard code before each memory instruction to validate its address range at run time. The guard code compares the prospective address range with a set of valid regions established by the kernel and written by it into the program’s address space via interaction with the runtime, as described later. An out-of-bounds check aborts to the kernel.

To reduce the overhead of guards, CARAT implements several compiler optimizations and their related code analyses to avoid redundant checking of addresses. CARAT code analyses include a Program Dependence (PD) analysis [31], a CARAT-specific data-flow analysis, and a value range analysis for pointer definitions [16]. The PD analysis relies on 15 memory alias analyses [19, 20, 54, 34, 53, 58, 71, 73] that we have combined using the alias chaining feature of LLVM (which implements a best-of-N approach). To further improve the impact of alias analyses on the PD analysis of
CARAT, we modified the LLVM internals to allow alias queries between functions (something not allowed in main-line LLVM). CARAT-specific code transformations include hoisting guards outside loops, merging guards that check consecutive memory regions, and eliminating redundant guards. These optimizations roughly add an overhead of about 22% to the compilation time and, for our benchmarks, added only minutes to compilation time in the worst case. We now further describe these code analyses and transformations and their relationships.

**Optimization 1: Hoisting Guards**: The first set of optimizations is related to hoisting guards out of loops when the address being checked is loop-invariant. The loop-invariant analysis determines when a store or load instruction’s address is loop-invariant and will hoist the guard into the pre-amble of the loop (i.e., the pre-header of that loop). We have enhanced the default loop invariant analysis of LLVM to rely on the PD analysis of CARAT; this significantly improved the detection of loop invariants. Finally, this optimization recursively applies itself to hoist guards to the outermost loop possible.

One thing to note is that call instructions are also checked to guarantee their stack allocation frames are within the valid memory ranges, as described in Section 3. To reduce the overhead of call guards, the CARAT compiler hoists a call guard out of a loop if it can prove that no stack allocation occurs within that loop, much like a loop-invariant address.

**Optimization 2: Merging Memory Guards**: The second optimization is merging guards of memory instructions that access consecutive memory locations. In more detail, if a loop address is statically determined to check a range of addresses during the lifetime of the loop, we can hoist the guard out of the loop and perform a single check on the lowest and highest address that the variable address will alias during the loop execution. This optimization relies on a standard value range analysis [16], which we have implemented relying on both the standard scalar evolution analysis available in LLVM and the PD analysis of CARAT.

**Optimization 3: Removing Redundant Guards**: CARAT implements a new ad hoc analysis, Address Checking for Data Custody analysis (AC/DC), to avoid re-checking previously checked addresses. AC/DC is performed using the available expression data-flow equations [2] where expressions are pointer definitions. Pointer definitions (defs) are instructions that define an IR variable that holds a pointer. Such defs are identified using memory alias analysis when the related variable escapes the function in which it was declared (i.e., if the pointer gets stored in memory). Given that $\text{GEN}[i]$ is the specific pointer def performed by the instruction $i$, and $\text{KILL}[i]$ is the set of defs that could modify the same IR variable, then $\text{IN}[i] = \bigcap_{p \in \text{predecessors}} \text{OUT}[p]$ and $\text{OUT}[i] = (\text{IN}[i] \setminus \text{KILL}[i]) \cup \text{GEN}[i]$. These equations guarantee that if a pointer def is available in the IN set of an instruction $i$, then the def is performed before $i$ and is still valid independent of which execution path was taken to reach $i$; they do not need to be guarded. Hence, by guarding only memory instructions that do not have their related pointer def in their IN set, CARAT nonetheless can still guarantee that all memory instructions are protected.

### 4.1.2 Tracking

To track dynamic heap allocations, the CARAT compiler injects a callback to the runtime just after every call to an allocation function (e.g., `malloc( . . . )`). The callback notifies the runtime about the address of the new memory block and its size. A similar callback is injected just before every call instruction to a heap deallocation function (e.g., `free( . . . )`). The runtime handles static and stack allocations as well. Stack expansions are triggered by a call guard that aborts to the kernel. Static allocations are recorded at program load time.

To track pointer escapes the CARAT compiler identifies each LLVM IR instruction that could store a pointer in memory and injects a callback to the runtime to account for it.

### 4.2 Runtime

The CARAT runtime is linked into the program at the LLVM IR level, and thus is jointly optimized along with the program and the protection and tracking code that we inject. It plays a central role in tracking, protection, and mapping.

**Tracking**: The runtime maintains an understanding of the program’s static and dynamic memory allocations and pointers. It does so by updating a hard-state data structure, the Allocation Table, in response to callbacks made by the injected code. The Allocation Table keeps track of all allocations that the program makes, including static allocations (global and bss variables), and the stack. Each entry in the Allocation Table also contains a set of all variables that contain a pointer, or escape, to the respective allocation, which we call the Allocation toEscape Map.

The Allocation Table is currently implemented as a C++ red/black tree whose key is the address of an allocated block.
of memory, and whose value is the length of the block. The mappings from an allocation to the escapes, the Allocation to Escape Map, is currently implemented as a C++ unordered set and contains pointers to the addresses that contain a pointer copy of the allocation. Total tracking overhead is on the order of 1.9%. (Figure 7).

The process of building the data structures can currently be done in two ways. The first involves updating structures as the program runs, while the second involves updating in batches. We use the first method when we are tracking allocations, and the second when tracking the escapes. The Allocation Map changes slowly, while the Allocation to Escape Map changes quickly. By batching the later, we can mitigate redundant/outdated work.

**Protection**: The runtime provides a landing zone in which the kernel module places an array of memory regions and their attributes that is ordered by address. A guard can then search for an address range within this array using binary search. For a small enough number of regions, this can be optimized into checking via Intel MPX in a single-cycle.

**Mapping**: Figure 8 illustrates the operations that occur when a page movement occurs. Steps 4–12 are done by the runtime. Triggered by the kernel, all relevant threads in the program enter a signal handler (dumping their register state on the stack) and synchronize (a “world stop”). They then negotiate a move with the kernel module. Given the final source and destination page(s), the runtime finds all affected allocations, and updates the Allocation Table to reflect their new destinations. It then uses the Allocation to Escape Map to find all pointers into these objects, and patches these pointers to reflect the new addresses. Next, the handler updates all the on-stack register contents that are affected by the move. Next, it moves the data and frees the data at the old location. Lastly, the threads synchronize again, inform the kernel that the operation is complete, and then return from their signal handlers.

4.3 Kernel Module

The primary purpose of the CARAT kernel module is to coordinate the threads of the process and to negotiate a page movement. At one point, our prototype involved having the module compute and execute patches directly (steps 4–12 of Figure 8), but having a signal handler do this within the CARAT runtime is simpler.

When the CARAT executable starts, its runtime registers itself with the kernel module, and the two agree on a communication channel that consists of a shared memory and a signal. On a page movement request (step 1), the module places the parameters into the shared state and then signals every thread within the process (step 2). This has the effect of forcing the threads to dump their register state on their signal handler stacks, where it can be patched. The CARAT signal handler is the entry point to the runtime for the patching process, described earlier.

In step 4, the runtime, executing in the signal handler, and the kernel module negotiate the move. Note that because we manage memory in units of pages, a page movement request on the part of the kernel may expand. For example, an allocation on the page may span to the next page. Since allocations must move in their entirety, the runtime will notify the module that both pages need to be moved. The kernel module can then veto or approve the move. A protection change is done in the same manner, except with no negotiation process.

4.4 Evaluation of Page Movement (Mapping)

We previously described the low memory and run-time costs/overheads for tracking and guarding in the CARAT prototype (Section 3). What remains is to understand the costs of protection and mapping changes in the prototype. Since a protection change involves a simplified version of the process for a mapping change, we focus here on mapping changes (page movements).

Figure 9 shows the run-time overhead for each of our benchmarks when CARAT is actively moving the process’s pages as it runs. Here, the program executes while we select a worst-case page to move, invoke the CARAT process for moving it, and repeat. By worst case we mean the runtime selects a page that overlaps the allocation with the most pointer escapes. We do this at different rates. Recall from Table 2 that the typical page movement rate on Linux while running these benchmarks is *much* less than 1/s. At 1/s, the
overhead of CARAT page movements on program run-time is negligible to small. We also show overheads for rates of 100/s (> 100× the measured move rate), and 10,000–20,000/s (almost double our maximum measured allocation rate).

At 10,000–20,000 page moves per second, the average overhead is between 124% and 163%. It is important to note here that we are doing movements at these rates—in fact, a page allocation is not the same as a page movement, as the sum total of CARAT processing that would occur for actual page allocation would be a single Allocation Table update to reflect the program allocation that triggered the page allocation. The overhead of actual page allocation is much much lower.

For some of the applications, moving memory at rates in excess of the expected rate causes unacceptable execution times. For example, Bodytrack has a measured expected page movement rate of 0.007/s, but actually can operate with <5% overhead even at 100/s (four orders of magnitude higher than the measured rate). It is only when we escalate the rate to 10,000/s (six orders of magnitude) that the overhead becomes unacceptable and measurement becomes infeasible (Bodytrack at 10,000/s runs for 14.5 hours compared to a baseline of 4 minutes). The asterisks in the figure indicate scenarios (described in more detail in Section 6), we would expect the overheads of Figure 9 to be scaled by these fractions. We always minuscule “Register Patch” time is spent patching registers that happen to contain an escape. “Allocation and Movement Cost” is the time to allocate a new memory block for the target page set and copy the data to it. “Prototype Cost” sums the first three columns, and is the cost of the prototype, ignoring the cost of allocating and moving the memory (which is not counted for paging either.) “Prototype w/o Expand Cost” further removes the “Page Expand” cost. “Total Cost” is the measured overhead.

The “Page Expand” cost exists and the correlated “Allocation and Movement Cost” is often large because of the impedance mismatch of tracking at allocation granularity and moving at page granularity. “Prototype w/o Expand / Total Cost” is the fraction of the total cost that is not due to this mismatch. Note that this is typically quite small. The always minuscule “Register Patch” time is spent patching registers that happen to contain an escape. “Allocation and Movement Cost” is the time to allocate a new memory block for the target page set and copy the data to it. “Prototype Cost” sums the first three columns, and is the cost of the prototype, ignoring the cost of allocating and moving the memory (which is not counted for paging either.) “Prototype w/o Expand Cost” further removes the “Page Expand” cost. “Total Cost” is the measured overhead.

5 Related Work

We have integrated broadly-scoped related work throughout the paper. A description of the challenges of modern TLBs and the community’s efforts to address them is at the start of Section 3. Here we focus on work that is more tightly scoped

Table 3. Worst-case Page Movement Costs in Cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Page Expand</th>
<th>Patch Gen. &amp; Exec.</th>
<th>Register Patch</th>
<th>Allocation &amp; Mem. Movement</th>
<th>Prototype w/o Expand Cost</th>
<th>Prototype w/o Expand</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Prototype w/o Expand / Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPCCG</td>
<td>33755</td>
<td>21637</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>32693</td>
<td>55459</td>
<td>21704</td>
<td>88152</td>
<td>0.2462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>35319</td>
<td>19458</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>26121</td>
<td>54911</td>
<td>19592</td>
<td>81032</td>
<td>0.2418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>16875</td>
<td>13831</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>11537</td>
<td>30772</td>
<td>13897</td>
<td>42309</td>
<td>0.3285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>29110</td>
<td>15385</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>29336</td>
<td>44659</td>
<td>15549</td>
<td>73995</td>
<td>0.2101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>33675</td>
<td>14130</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>37349</td>
<td>48126</td>
<td>14451</td>
<td>85475</td>
<td>0.1691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackscholes</td>
<td>16686</td>
<td>12276</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>10182</td>
<td>29187</td>
<td>12501</td>
<td>39369</td>
<td>0.3175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodytrack</td>
<td>46704</td>
<td>8408</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>76856</td>
<td>55242</td>
<td>8538</td>
<td>132908</td>
<td>0.0646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canneal</td>
<td>38952</td>
<td>12530</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>8821</td>
<td>51652</td>
<td>12700</td>
<td>60473</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluidanimate</td>
<td>8475</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12137</td>
<td>11345</td>
<td>2870</td>
<td>23482</td>
<td>0.1222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freqmine</td>
<td>23941</td>
<td>10330</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>21097</td>
<td>34322</td>
<td>10381</td>
<td>55419</td>
<td>0.1873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamcluster</td>
<td>31503</td>
<td>16780</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>24733</td>
<td>48343</td>
<td>16840</td>
<td>73076</td>
<td>0.2304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaptions</td>
<td>65805</td>
<td>2715</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>214785</td>
<td>68726</td>
<td>2921</td>
<td>283511</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>58812</td>
<td>9992</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>186558</td>
<td>98349</td>
<td>10227</td>
<td>284907</td>
<td>0.0359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deepsjeng_s</td>
<td>39332</td>
<td>10229</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>71227</td>
<td>49782</td>
<td>10450</td>
<td>121009</td>
<td>0.0864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm_s</td>
<td>12561</td>
<td>9844</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7523</td>
<td>22449</td>
<td>9888</td>
<td>2972</td>
<td>0.3299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf_s</td>
<td>549841</td>
<td>27561</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>677193</td>
<td>487705</td>
<td>27864</td>
<td>1164898</td>
<td>0.0239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nab_s</td>
<td>7609060</td>
<td>3518</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9636192</td>
<td>7612614</td>
<td>3554</td>
<td>17248806</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namd_r</td>
<td>53651</td>
<td>16338</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>70399</td>
<td>70866</td>
<td>16435</td>
<td>140485</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omnetpp_s</td>
<td>444237</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>569406</td>
<td>454265</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>1014671</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_s</td>
<td>889996</td>
<td>15131</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>3162014</td>
<td>904459</td>
<td>15463</td>
<td>4066473</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalancbmk_s</td>
<td>493725</td>
<td>3511</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>922548</td>
<td>497350</td>
<td>3625</td>
<td>1419898</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xz_s</td>
<td>43306</td>
<td>6158</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>76809</td>
<td>49507</td>
<td>6201</td>
<td>126316</td>
<td>0.0491</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geo. Mean 67467 9051 110 79214 88097 9206 178647 0.0515
to the CARAT model.

Although we considered the CARAT model from the perspective of replacing paging, it can more generally be considered to be a form of automatic handle-based memory management. Manual handle-based memory management was commonplace in early, highly successful PC OSes, such as Windows [64] and pre-2001 MacOS [5, Volume 2, Chapter 1], and remains in use today on some embedded hardware. Two clear advantages are arbitrary granularity of operation and physical addressing. Two clear disadvantages are a lack of protection and reliance on the programmer to use the handle interface correctly, which is almost as challenging as doing locking correctly. CARAT attempts to remove these disadvantages, to make protected handles automatic.

Automatic handle-based memory management with protection dates back at least to work to leverage the descriptor-based operation of the Burroughs B5000 [18],[56, Chapter 2] by restricting programmers to specific high-level languages. More influential to our thinking is the IBM 801 [66], which combined physical addressing, a heavily restricted high-level language (PL.8), and a trusted compiler as the basis for protection ([66, pp. 240]). The most recent work in this vein that we are aware of is the Software Isolated Process (SIP) [41] of the Singularity OS [42]. A SIP is an opaque, self-contained process that communicates through monitored channels and is written in a modified version of C#, called Sing#. The protection and mapping of a SIP rely on guarantees rooted in this managed language, and implemented via its compiler and runtime environment. In contrast to these models, CARAT’s goal is to support arbitrary languages and code through the IR and concomitant transforms of a modern compiler.

The use of the compiler to implement software protections is not a new concept. EffectiveSan [27] uses software checking to to sanitize object types and bounds for C/C++ with low overhead. This work relates to CARAT’s guards, but not tracking or page/object movement features. It is further evidence of the feasibility of using software checking for protection. CARAT can also be thought of as extending Software Fault Isolation (SFI) [21, 33, 67, 77] to all user programs regardless of trust. In fact, many of the innovations in SFI are also potential candidates for further optimization of CARAT, and some of the optimizations in CARAT could potentially be deployed in SFI. Finally, another alternative to achieving protection is proof-carrying-code (PCC) [59–61] which has been demonstrated to allow safe kernel extensibility. If code can carry a verifiable proof with it that it is safe with respect to some security policy, then it is possible to eliminate all guards. The optimizations that CARAT is performing for guard amortization is somewhat akin to the compiler trying to generate proofs about the safety of the code.

Kadayif et al. [48, 49] developed compiler/TLB co-designs that make it possible to skip the normal TLB lookup path when the virtual address is within a set of shortcuts installed by the compiler-generated code. Considerable power and energy could be saved. Like CARAT, this work heavily leverages the compiler to reduce requirements for the hardware. However, it still requires a TLB to function. In contrast, CARAT’s goal is to achieve purely physical addressing, avoiding virtual memory support in hardware altogether.

DINAMITE [37] implements a form of CARAT’s allocation tracking to support bug-finding, but it is limited to dynamic memory allocations (malloc). CARAT tracks all allocations and escapes, and uses this information for memory management.

## 6 Conclusions and Future Work

It is time to revisit software-based memory management in this era of the every-increasing complexity of the hardware support structures that underlie traditional virtual memory. To support this general assertion, we have made a case for compiler- and runtime-based address translation (CARAT), a specific model in which only physical addresses are used. We contrasted CARAT with the traditional paging model and explained its advantages and disadvantages in Section 2. We then demonstrated CARAT’s feasibility through empirical means in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we described and evaluated a prototype CARAT system, showing that it can provide the benefits of the traditional model (protection and mapping)—with no hardware support—with low overhead.

**Kernel-level Implementation:** Our prototype has several limitations that we are now working on ameliorating. The first is that it is a largely user-level implementation that operates on top of Linux’s complex paging apparatus. We are currently building a second version of CARAT within the Nautilus kernel [35, 36], a framework in which x64 paging is ignored using identity-mapping, and all code runs in kernel mode for performance reasons. Our intent is to reintroduce protection in this kernel using CARAT.

**JITs and Other Language Models:** Our prototype does not support self-modifying code, inline assembly, or other language features or concepts that do not flatten into the LLVM middle-end. We do not believe this is an intrinsic limitation of the CARAT model, but rather a question of pushing the model into LLVM front- and back-ends, as well as into run-time code generators such as a JIT. However, to do this will require new methods for optimizing protection. We are studying this matter.

**Allocation Granularity:** A big limitation of our prototype is that it operates with pages instead of the only natural allocations done by the program. As a consequence, it must obey both the page-level semantics of the Linux kernel, and the allocation-level semantics of the application. This necessitates the negotiation with the kernel that will not break the allocation-level semantics. We are working on a version of CARAT that discards the page abstraction, eliminating negotiation and allowing allocation granularity management.
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